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A Message from Karen
Welcome to the latest magazine from the Prison Service Trust 
which we hope will give a brief outline of the work carried out on 
your behalf by the Board and staff of the Trust.

Can I take this opportunity to welcome Michelle Fullerton to the PST 
team as our new Administrator. Michelle has been instrumental in 
helping develop and update our new database system. Together with 
the Board we are looking at new reporting methods designed to
ensure regular contact with every client. Please do not hesitate to
telephone our office in Belfast if you need help or guidance on any
issue.  We will endeavour to contact you as soon as possible.
Telephone 028 9064 9628 for assistance.

Our pastime classes continue to grow in number as we seek to initiate 
new innovative classes of interest. We have purchased a number of
Apple iPads and are hoping to begin specific training in the near future 
along with integrating them into every class allowing an opportunity 
to explore the wonderful world of “Apps”. I have included a feature on 
this which I hope will inspire you to join. Remember that you are the 
fastest growing demographic of users for the iPad.

In Belfast we hope to introduce a variety of Art workshops. These are 
designed to offer short programmes lasting from 4-6 weeks because 
we appreciate and understand that many of you do not want to
commit to an open ended class.

In this edition we have asked all of our tutors to give you an insight 
into the topics covered in their class and we trust that many of you will 
avail of the opportunity to join any one of the varied programmes on 
offer. If demand is high we will obviously put together waiting lists to 
accommodate everyone.

Christmas has come and gone but it would be remiss if we didn’t take 
the opportunity to thank our talented Guitar Club who very willingly 
contributed to making all of our Christmas Dinners a great success. 
The “Dancing Girls” will be supporting you next year led by our own 
dancing queen - Margaret Alexander.

Special thanks also to all of our willing volunteers who give selflessly 
of their time in service to our organisation. We value and appreciate 
your enthusiasm and loyalty to help our organisation achieve its core 
objectives.

Best Wishes
Karen Booth, Manager
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Karen’s interview with Chairman of the 
Board - Finlay spratt

The Trust celebrates 10 years in 2013. Can you give us a little insight as 
to how and why the Trust was formed?

Negotiations began in 1999 when we lobbied the then Prisons
Minister Adam Ingram to look at a means to secure a funding support 
package primarily for widows of murdered officers from the Northern 
Ireland Prison Service. In order to prove there was a tangible need for 
Prison Service Trust activities the Prison Officers Association
commissioned a survey research project in 2000 to examine the
perceptions and needs of serving, ex-officers and other members of 
the Prison Service family. Having put forward a comprehensive
Business Plan the Trust was successful in securing an initial funding 
package of £200 000 in 2002.

The eligibility criteria as agreed included widows/widowers of
murdered colleagues, together with their children who would remain 
clients of the Trust indefinitely and widows/widowers of clients who 
died in service and their dependants would remain clients until
completion of third level education.  We were delighted to also secure 
funding for all medically retired staff along with their wives/husband/

partners/children until completion of third level education.

Our core purpose as detailed in our proposal was and still is to provide services to eligible clients in the 
form of health support (both physical and emotional), educational and pastime courses, life planning, social 
support and assistance to disabled clients.

The Prison Service Trust was established in 2002 and started operating in 2003.

How important is it to offer support to Medically Retired Officers and Widows/Widowers 
of the Prison Service Trust?

The Prison Service Trust continues to provide Prison Officers, ex-Officers and other members of the Prison 
Service family a range of services that are designed to help them cope better with the challenges of life.

With an extremely limited budget it is imperative that we continue to offer support and care to those clients 
most in need and continue to build relationships with specific external organisations in order to provide
appropriate signposting and expert advice as necessary.

One of the most significant developments has been the introduction of our PST base in Coleraine. Classes 
are held on an almost daily basis with many clients engaged in a vast variety of pastime activities. The
building is maintained by an excellent group of volunteers who give selflessly of their time to support the 
work of the Trust and we take this opportunity to personally thank them for their commitment.

Celebrates 10 
Years 2003-2013pst
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What plans do you see for the Trust in the future?

The Trust has proved that it is 
an invaluable resource especially to 
many of our widows/widowers who have
particularly benefited from PST funding. The letters of gratitude are 
extremely heartening when you read how much the support given 
has helped. PST commissioned initial plans in 2007 for an extensive 
garden of remembrance which could be located at Hydebank as a 
memorial space for all past members of the Prison Service family. I 
have written to the Secretary of State, Teresa Villiers MP, regarding 
this matter and provided a proposed plan which I hope will be
funded in the not too distant future.

Please be assured that I will always endeavour to support and lobby 
for the benefit of every one of our clients and especially those most 
in need of our support and commitment.

pst welcomes michelle Fullerton 
our new Administrator
Michelle Fullerton – Administrator PST

In March 2007 I attended my first computer class at the PST.  A 
few of the Qualifications I gained include, OCR levels 2 and 3 in 
Word Processing, OCR level 2 in Business Presentations and OCR 
levels 2 and 3 in Audio Transcription.

Whilst attending the computer classes I also helped out in the 
office as a volunteer which gave me the opportunity to speak to 
and get to know many of the clients.

Since then I have developed my skills further and as
Administrator I now have the opportunity to implement these 
skills into my role within the PST and ensure that all clients are 
benefiting from the services the Trust has to offer.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone I have 
met and spoken with so far for being so welcoming.

Michelle 

Celebrates 10 
Years 2003-2013 cont/...
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Hearing loss?

Proactive, Professional  
& Solution-driven Advice
2 Holywood Road
Belfast BT4 1NT 
www.reidblack.com

Are you suffering from Hearing Loss 
or Tinnitus due to your employment 
with the Prison Service or in a 
previous employment?

We are succeeding in bringing claims 
against the Prison Service for causing 
Hearing Loss due to weapons 
exposure.

Talk to us on a no obligation basis to 
see if you have a case.

Have you served in the:

• Prison Service in the 1970’s, 80’s 
or 90’s and had a PPW or fired 
Weapons?

• MOD Service - Any Army Regiment 
including UDR / RIR / TA if you have 
served after 1987?

• RUC Service including Reserve 
Service?

Contact us today to find out if 
you have a case?

Call: 
028 9045 3449  

Email: 
david@reidblack.com 
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pst Christmas Dinner 2012
Thanks to everyone who attended our various
Christmas lunches in Belfast, Coleraine & Banbridge.

Special thanks to our Belfast photography tutor Ramsey Fawell who volunteered his services at La Mon.  

The photos are so good we had to share them. 
If you would like a copy please email me at: karenpst@btconnect.com and I will send it through.
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Reflexology Class
Coleraine
At River House in Coleraine, a few years ago, it was decided to run a 
clinic each week, offering complementary therapy treatments to PST 
members. The treatments offered were, Reflexology, Indian Head
massage, Face massage which includes lymph drainage, legs & feet, 
arms & hands or back and shoulders massage. 
All the oils, creams and essential oils used, are of the highest quality.

Annette McAtarsney MIRI, VTCT, FHD, ITEC is highly qualified in all
therapy treatments, she not only works for the PST in Coleraine.  She 
works for the Ross Thomson unit in Coleraine hospital, the Mental 
Health Resource centre in Ballymoney and for many years worked for 
Northern Ireland Hospice. Annette also runs workshops and teaches.

In the beginning at River House some of the members needed to be persuaded, as for many of them this was 
a whole new experience. Other members were very keen to try it and I’m very happy to say that everyone who 
had a treatment loved it and indeed requested to have another. Now it has become so popular with the
members, there is a rota in operation whereby members are allocated a time.

The members are free to ask for which ever treatment they would like and if they are not too sure what they 
want, then Annette will ask a few questions as to how they feel health and physically wise, then advise which 
treatment would be of the most benefit to them. Each treatment lasts 1/2 hour.

It has become so popular now that pre-booking is essential allowing her time to fit in new PST clients.

Here are just a few quotes from some members that attend,

Raymond Morrison,  “When I first started to come to Annette for treatments I thought, this is just going to be another time wasting experiences. 
What a pleasant surprise, it was anything but. I have experienced bad health over the last while and the treatments from Annette have been of great 
comfort to me. My wife also attends and during the time I was hospitalised she found the treatments relieved the stress to a great extent and helped 
her keep focused”.

William McGugan,  “The treatments I get have been of great benefit to me. I’ve had bother with my back for a long time but since coming to Annette 
for treatments I’ve noticed a big change. My aches are much less and I look forward to many more treatments.” 

Rosemary McMurry,  “I love my sessions with Annette, the whole treatment is such a positive experience. Annette totally puts you at ease, caressing 
your feet and rubbing away all the aches and pains and we have lovely chats. I look forward every 2 weeks to my next session”. 

Maureen Martin,  “My husband and I find the treatments, refreshing, beneficial, soothing and very relaxing”.

Elizabeth McMichael,  “I really enjoy the treatments I get, I feel invigorated afterwards”.

Sadie Kingshotte,  “I never thought I would enjoy having my feet touched and I was very apprehensive about it, but I thought I’d give it a try and I’m 
very glad I did as I just love having reflexology. My feet and legs feel so light and I feel very relaxed afterwards”. 

Isobel Shields,  “I enjoy my Wednesday mornings with Annette, it’s just great being pampered. We always have something interesting to talk about 
and I come away feeling very relaxed and ready for my daily routines”.

So we would encourage you to come along or ring Tim at River House and tell him you would like to have your 
name added to the list. 
Try it out for yourselves, get the benefit of a wonderful treatment, that not only is relaxing and

enjoyable, but very good for your health.

past time classespst
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pst Beginners Digital 
Imagery
Coleraine
Thursday and Friday afternoons 
the IT Classroom in Coleraine 
turns into a photographic studio. 
All students currently attending are ‘complete beginners’ 
and just want to know how to work their camera better and 
to learn new skills. Students are learning the importance 
of using the correct composition when taking photos and 
are taking one rule at a time to learn and provide photos of 
their eff orts. They have enjoyed using their cameras to take 
Macro shots, Leading Lines using Thirds and are creating a 
great portfolio of better looking photos. They have also used 
Photoshop to help adjust the colour and sharpness of their 
photos and created their own Watermark brush so they can 
stamp each photo with their names.

Some projects that the students have worked on 
are: 

• collecting and taking photos to produce their own
calendar for 2013

• turn photos to black & white and bring back an element 
of colour

• refl ections in photos

• create a group on-line presence on the photograph 
platform ‘Streamzoo’ where they can upload a photo and 
use fi lters to enhance, tag their photo and wait to see how 
many likes they get for their eff orts

Our plans this year are to restore old family photos and
reproduce them, continue learning new photographic rules 
and transfer prints to wood.

The samples of photos you see here show a huge change in 
the student’s skills from when they fi rst started. Class
members also entered a competition to have their
photograph on the cover of this edition of the magazine. 
Congratulations to all the students that entered and
especially to our winner Mrs Kathleen Ritchie for providing a 
lovely photo of Portstewart on a very windy day.

I would be very pleased to speak to anyone about joining 
this class at River House Tel: 028 7035 4679 or
alternatively contact the PST offi  ce on 028 9064 9628.

Black & white with a Funky
Colour Twist.

Macro with Contrasting Colours.

leading lines.

Refl ections.
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pst Calligraphy Class
Coleraine
Calligraphy is “The Art Of Beautiful Writing”...
...and in this computer age I feel very honoured to have the skill and 
ability to be able through my tutoring to instruct others in this
wonderful art.

My classes are very relaxed and every pupil works at their own pace 
with expert individual attention....we are not back in primary school!  New pupils learn from my easy’’ 
step by step lettering course’’ and before long are able to write beautiful scrolls with chosen verses for 
friends and family...we also have designed and written Christmas, Birthday and other special occasional 
cards.

Some of the ladies work on special texts for framing and 
find much satisfaction in their finished piece of work, no 
matter how long it has taken. As I said each person works 
at the speed they are most comfortable with...and we all 
learn that we have more patience than we thought.

Calligraphy is very uplifting and when one lifts a pen to 
inscribe; all concentration is focused on the writing, so 
the mind becomes free of any other little worries. Some 
people think that you have to have excellent handwriting 
to learn Calligraphy, and be good at it, this is not so, as you 
are learning new penmanship, and with a proper
calligraphy pen it really is much easier than anticipated, 
and each student develops their own writing skill and 

style.

There are 
many alphabets to choose from, and any new pupil with 
my guidance will start learning the one they show the 
best ability for. Even if one only wants to learn the most 
basic greetings such as Happy Birthday etc., please come 
along, our classes are stress-free, we encourage each
other, and have a good chuckle now and then, and once 
you get hooked on this beautiful serene hobby, you will 
be and a more relaxed person and so proud of being able 
to keep the the art of Beautiful writing alive and pass 
on to others in your letters and well wishes.

My business is called The Witty Quill, I have been an Artistic 
Calligraphy tutor for various colleges and communities and 
Councils since my return from S. Africa, running successful 
courses and workshops.  I also design and market my own 
range of greeting cards selling to America etc.

Elizabeth Ward – Calligraphy Tutor
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pst Art Class
Coleraine
The PST Art class creates a friendly, warm and laid 
back atmosphere as well as providing
opportunities to experiment with many mediums. 
It is a place where members can come together and share ideas and 
common interests. It is amazing to see people who thought they 
could never paint or draw, succeeding, entering exhibitions and gaining top places.

Here are a few comments from some the members of the art class.

Dee, “I’m here for the company and friendship. It keeps the mind occupied, and I have won two first prizes at exhibition.”

Bobby, “I come because there is room for friendship and craic. It has revived interests in art that I’ve had since school and over all without it the weeks 
would be very dull.”

Sadie, “I enjoy the art class and with Freda’s help, I have developed my own, unique style. The classes have helped me to have another interest outside the 
home.”

Marlene, “I have a learnt quite a few different techniques in painting. Freda is an excellent tutor. I also enjoy meeting everyone.”

Isobel, “I thoroughly enjoy going to painting class with Freda and I have produced some beautiful paintings. I really enjoy the comradeship.”

Margaret, “ I look forward to coming to the art class mainly because I don’t get out much due to my disability and al-
though it’s a real effort for me to get there, I am really disappointed if I have to miss a class. I now have a few paintings 
which I am very proud of.”

  

One of the members, Syd, who has recently had health problems and can’t attend as 
much as he’d like to, painted a beautiful portrait of his wife for her birthday which won 
a prize. Already five members have won prizes, some more than one.

We look forward to having new members join us
and will make you very welcome. 
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pst Art Class
Belfast
The art class meets on a Thursday morning and the session begins at 10.30am.
We explore all forms of drawing and painting in a relaxed manner.
So whether you are a complete beginner or a leisure painter there is a place for you 
with us. 

We currently have 2 places vacant in the class 
due to members who cannot attend because 
of poor health. 

So if you would like to ‘try your hand at art’ 
this could be your opportunity. 

In the
summer - or 

when the 
weather allows 
- we go outside 

and sketch at 
various venues 
of interest and 
full tuition and
demonstration 

is available. 

We also visit galleries 
and places of interest to 
view art work and keep 

ourselves informed about 
what is happening in the 

art world. 

We look forward to having new members join us 
and will make you very welcome. 

During the 
month of March we 
are making mosaic 

pots and anyone 
is very welcome to 
drop in during the 
morning and make 

a pot.
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pst Computer Class
Belfast and Coleraine
Computer classes continue at Hydebank and River House, Coleraine 
every week with great enthusiasm from the participants.

Classes centre around topics which the clients are interested in,
for example:
• Using the Internet - for shopping and offers.
• Booking flights/holidays.
• Exploring maps/directions.
• Flight information, etc...

As well as: word processing, organising files and folders, Facebook, 
Powerpoint presentations, producing publications eg. calendars, 
posters, business cards, etc...

Learning is informal and many a laugh is had, encouraging clients to 
continue to participate.

Every week clients go out with a sense of achievement and manhave 
also gained qualifications along the way.

If you are interested in joining the classes, telephone Michelle on 028 9064 9628

pst Why we love iPads!
Tablet computers are skyrocketing in popularity, particularly among the more senior set.
It seems that portability and the idea of swiping fingers on a screen has certainly encour-
aged seniors to become one of the largest users of the iPad. Why?

1. Unlike laptops and desktops the iPad requires minimal effort. By having the keyboard 
on the screen it relieves pressure on the hands and wrists. There’s nothing to connect or 
plug in other than the battery charger.

2. Portability. The light weight of the iPad and the design make it easy to carry from 
room to room or from place to place.
3. There is no need to use a mouse as links and apps can be accessed by simply 
touching it lightly with a finger. Picture albums can be viewed by swiping a finger 
across the screen which is the same as turning the page of a magazine.
4. With the iPad you can download and save all your magazines and books and read 
them on a flat surface carrying it around wherever you go because it is so portable.
5. With 2 fingers placed on the screen you can expand images and increase font size 
to suit your eyesight.

Not only is the hardware appealing but the amount of clever and useful software applications known as “APPS” 
give you the opportunity to communicate with all family members and indulge in a vast array of interests such 
sport, health, hobbies and information at the swipe of a finger.

The iPad will be foreign to non-computer users. You may require help getting started hence the reason for our
support classes designed to take you through the basic training requirements from the moment you take your 
iPad out of the box. In five minutes we will have you up and running.

The iPad is the perfect accessory to have while living an active life wherever you go.
Contact Michelle on 028 9064 9628 to register for the next available iPad class.
available in Belfast & coleraine
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Testimonials
The Support Service

Confidentiality

all those who use the service. All aspects of work with your 

Why use Carecall?
Many of us experience difficulties or encounter issues that can 
cause distress, either at work or home. Carecall's counsellors 
can help people deal with a variety of issues and have a sensitive
and practical approach. Carecall can assist with:

 
Contacting Carecall

A trained counsellor will be there to talk to you at any 
time and can be contacted on 

0808 800 0002.  

• Family problems

• Fear of failure

• Feeling out of control

• Feeling lonely or isolated

• General help & advice

• Suicidal thoughts

• Alcohol or drug problems

• Anxiety

• Bereavement

• PTSD

• Compulsive behaviour

• Crisis support

• Debt concerns

• Depression

• Relationship diffculties

"I was very impressed with the counsellor's 
knowledge and skills. I felt my counsellor took 
time to really understand what was going on in

 my life and in my mind. Thank you"

"Very beneficial. Would recommend it to 

"I have found that each session has helped. I 
have become more relaxed and positive. This 

has improved my personal life and my 
relations to my family and friends. My 

counsellor has been very helpful and I found 
that I looked forward to each session"

"I found the services beneficial as it gave 
me a chance to voice my concerns and 

fears to someone who I knew would not 
judge or think badly of me."

Carecall is your independant Counselling Support Programme, available to 

a friend or colleague"
 

Carecall's service guarantees the privacy and confidentiality of  

counsellor are confidential within strict, professional counselling 
guidelines clarified with you at the beginning of the counselling 
process.

is complementary to other existing services provided by the Prison 

experienced and security vetted counsellors. 
every Prison Service Trust member. It is staffed by specialist, highly qualified, 

Service Trust. Carecall's counsellors can provide you with support 

provided by the Prison Service Trust. 
counselling, and information that complements the services 

The confidential 24/7 telephone and face-to-face counselling service 
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The PST engages in many areas of support and signposting to our members. In
this short article one of our clients gives a brief insight into a very personal issue 
which we believe needs our collective
understanding and support:

“As a youngster going into my teens I had no inclination to drink
alcohol, I suppose I was too busy playing and enjoying sport. I was 
well into my twenties when I took my first drink - a bottle of stout!
- and It was even later that I enjoyed my first ‘short’, Bacardi on my 
first foreign holiday to Spain.

I can’t say that I became addicted to alcohol then but with hindsight 
today I recognise that I had  developed an unhealthy liking for it.
I was married and had two children before joining the N.I. Prison 
Service. During the 70’s, like so many other hundreds of Officers, I wasn’t aware of the drinking culture that 
prevailed therein and served for a few years before becoming involved in it. By the time I took early retirement 
in 2000 I had begun drinking heavily on a daily basis. Indeed, on reflection if I had been stopped by the Police 
at any time of day or night during the last 20 years of my service I would have been well over the legal
drink- driving limit. It is a matter of deep gratitude to a ‘Power greater than me’ that I was never involved in 
any kind of accident, fatal or otherwise. Miraculously, I was never ever stopped by the Police while driving the 
roads to and from my place of work and this theme continued into my retirement.

Despite a period of hospitalisation, in a Psychiatric Unit and the marital
problems being caused, I found I couldn’t stop drinking and it was to be two 
long years before I was able to conquer my demons and eventually seek and get 
the help I needed. I had found that I wasn’t able to do so alone and it was only 
with the assistance and fellowship of other recovering alcoholics that I managed 
to turn my life around. I have been introduced to a simple 12 step programme of 
recovery that assures me that if I follow it, to the best of my ability, I need never 
drink again. To date I have found that promise to be, absolutely, bang on the nail. 
The compulsion to consume alcohol has been removed from me and in return I 
try to carry this message to other, suffering, alcoholics. The programme, while a 
Spiritual one, is far removed from the religion that I was brought up on
- although there is a great emphasis on a belief in a ‘Power greater than the
individual’ (or God as I understand Him).

This programme, once started, invites you to take an in-depth look at yourself 
and the reasons for drinking alcoholically in the first place and then suggests 

and encourages you to begin making amends to those whom you have hurt by your behaviour. As you grow, 
in the fellowship, you begin to come to terms with your past and learn to, finally, put it firmly behind you.

At this point you will begin to develop a manner of living which does not require the use of alcohol and
discover that there is life, after and without drink. I am pleased to note that, elsewhere, in the magazine there 
are contacts for any colleague, serving or retired, to avail of, if they think they may have a problem with alcohol.

Thank You for permitting me to share my experience, strength and hope with our readers.”
                                                                                                                 ANON

Can I encourage you to contact the PST office at any time if you require any
advice or literature on this subject.

client supportpst
PRISON SERVICE TRUST
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pst Widows Trip to Hoar Cross Hall 

on monday 8th october 2012 we set off not so bright eyed 
and bushy-tailed (it was an early start!) on the coach to 
catch the 7.30am sailing larne.  

Once on the Stena Larne Ferry and having recharged our batteries with 
caffeine and Ulster Fries we enjoyed the sailing to Scotland in beautiful, calm 
weather.  

We arrived safely in Scotland and travelled to Gretna Green for lunch although 
no one was tempted to pose for photographs at the anvil and hammer!  

Suitably refreshed and in glorious sunshine, we then headed down the motorway to England, stopping at
Knutsford service station for a comfort break. We arrived at tea time at Hoar Cross Hall and, once we had settled 
into our rooms we had a leisurely and sumptuous evening meal – the food was second to none.

Clients then relaxed in the gorgeous stately home, taking in the delightful music from the pianist at the grand 
piano and reclining on the chaise lounges or in the leather chairs of the Champagne Bar.

On Tuesday we woke to another glorious day. 
Some clients did not venture into Litchfield for 
shopping, preferring instead to spend the day 
being pampered and relaxed in the lovely spa. 
Others were more energetic and went for a walk 
or cycle in the grounds of Hoar Cross Hall.  
Bicycles were provided for residents’ use,
together with hammocks and an outdoor
workout area (for the more enthusiastic!). Clients 
enjoyed massages, facials, pedicures and
manicures, saunas, hydro therapy pool etc. Pure 
bliss! Maybe if we are lucky enough to go back to 
Hoar Cross Hall we can persuade the male
members of our party to lose their inhibitions 
and go to the spa???

Lunch was provided, again with an endless amount of food and another gorgeous meal provided in the evening.

On Wednesday 10th October we reluctantly left Hoar Cross hall after breakfast and set off for our journey home. 
We again had comfort stops, including a spell at the Outlet Centre at Gretna Green.

I am sure clients would agree that the facilities at Hoar Cross Hall were first class and the spa was exceptional.  
Well done to Karen Booth for discovering this gem. Our thanks also go to Norman the coach driver – nothing 

was too much bother for him and he was a gentleman. We hope to see you again Norman.

PS – no one claimed the lipstick which was found on the coach – rumours that 
it belonged to Finlay are strongly denied! 
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Widows Trip to Hoar Cross Hall 

PhotograPhs

Can I also say that it is lovely to see new clients on such 
trips – it was a pleasure to meet you and I hope you 
were made to feel welcome.

That’s all for now folks…till the next time!...JUNE
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client news
The trip of a life time – possibly, but our 

Grand Tour (Peru, Chile, Argentina and Brazil) will 
be a talking point for a long time to come. With 
two friends from NI we joined ten others at
Heathrow along with Titan Travel’s Tour Manager 
for our flights, via Barcelona, to lima, Peru.

We started with a tour of Lima with its 18th century 
cathedral and 15th century Monastery before flying 
to Cuzco in the Inca heartland, our base to visit Machu 
Picchu and the Sacred valley. The travel to and from 
these places of interest was as spectacular as the sites 
themselves. Our accommodation ranged from
modern 3-4 star hotels to a converted monastery 
nestling in the High Andes, with its own beautiful 
gardens.

We then flew south to Santiago for two days and 
toured this colonial capital, inter spread with
modern tower blocks with a backdrop of the snow 
caped Andes. A day trip took us to Valparaiso, Chile’s 
main port and dating from Britain’s influence in the 
19th century.  Its heavy fortifications highlight its 
turbulent past and much of the area is now a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Our return trip included a visit to 
one of the countries award-winning wineries for well 
earned R&R.

We then travelled to Puerto Montt before heading 
inland to start our trip through the mountains into 
Argentina. Unfortunately, due to a flight cancellation 
a 4am start was required to fly 5 hours south to Punta 
Arenas, about as far south as you can fly, just to fly 3 
hours (in the same aircraft) back the way we came. On 
the plus side the scenery was worth the early start!

The trip through the mountains – several buses and 
three ferries – was spectacular!  It took over eight 
hours from Puerto Varas (Chile) to San Carlos de
Bariloche (Argentina) passing the Osorno  and 

Tronodor volcanoes on lakes of crystal blue and 
very cold glacial water. This area had been
populated by German/Swiss settlers in the 1850’s. 
With the architecture and rolling countryside you 
could have been back in Europe.

Then on to Buenos Aires. We toured this city’s old 
world charm and visited the mausoleum of Eva Peron.  
Then, being the home of the Tango a dinner with 
show was the highlight of the evening. A day was 
spent at an Estancia or ‘Ranch’. Ganchos or
Argentinean cowboys entertained us with their skills 
on horseback, their folklore and their food.

On to another WHS, the Iguazu Falls. Not like the
Victoria or Niagara but so impressive  Over 270
individual falls which we viewed from both the 
Argentine and Brazilian sides. An optional flight over 
the falls was available but just to look down the Devils 
Throat from the viewing platform was enough.

Our final destination was Rio. The city is divided into 
many districts and bays by the many hills.  There 
is poverty and wealth on show but much work is 
already taking place with the next Olympics in mind. 
We visited Christ the Redeemer, travelled on cable 
cars to Sugarloaf Mountain and walked Copacabana 
Beach. They even had a carnival for us!

All good things come to an end and this trip was no 
exception. Most flights were with LAN Airlines and 
were excellent. We had local guides at all times and 
we covered a lot of ground.
It would be fair to say we were all glad to be heading 
home from a trip to remember!

martin & marianne Perry

pst
PRISON SERVICE TRUST

FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE

granD tour oF south amErica – Nov 2012
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pst Article for the Prison Service 
trust from the commission for older 
People

older people, organisations that work with them and 
others with an interest in improving the quality of life 
experienced by older people in Northern Ireland,
campaigned hard for the appointment of a
commissioner for older People.
In November 2011 Claire Keatinge was appointed as 
northern ireland’s first commissioner for older People.

The Commissioner’s office is set up as a non-departmental public body, 
established by the Commissioner for Older People Act (Northern Ireland) 
2011, and is sponsored by the Office of the First Minister and Deputy First 
Minister.  The Commissioner has unique legal powers and duties set out in 
the legislation. These include promotional, advisory, educational and
general investigatory duties and powers. She champions the rights and 

interests of older people throughout Northern Ireland and speaks with a strong voice on the positive
contribution made by older people and the issues they face. 

The work of the Commissioner is underpinned by the UN Principles for Older Persons. These international 
standards are important to help the Commissioner assess how well public bodies and other organisations 
deliver for older people here in Northern Ireland.

The Commissioner is currently developing a draft corporate plan which includes a number of key themes and 
priorities for action which have been influenced by what older people and those who work with them say 
matters to them most. 

More of us are living longer, and for most people, healthier lives and that is very good news indeed. 

We must raise our expectations of ageing and older age, focusing on maximising independence, equality,
dignity and respect; health and wellbeing throughout life. We must represent positive and realistic images of 
older people, listening to and engage with older people about what matters to them, and improve protection, 
care and support for vulnerable older people. 

The three key themes for action underpinning the corporate plan are that of Hope Confidence and Certainty. 
Hope that Northern Ireland as a society will respect, value and celebrate the positive contribution, rights and 
dignity of all older people. Confidence that age discrimination is ended and that all older people are treated 
as valued and equal individuals, and Certainty that vulnerable older people are certain that the protection 
and support they need is readily available. This plan will be issued shortly for public consultation and you are 
warmly invited to provide a response to it. 

The positive contribution that is made by older people to our public, family, employment, volunteering,
community and faith lives must be much better recognised, appreciated and valued.  

Older people’s rights must be developed and protected, and, there must be a very clear focus on supporting 
and protecting those older people who are vulnerable, who experience or who are at risk of abuse, live in
poverty, are socially isolated, have dementia or are otherwise frail or neglected. 

Hope, Confidence and Certainty – it is vital for us all. 
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Keenan Solicitors
leading accident claims specialist in Northern Ireland

Sponsors of Robin Halward Memorial Trophy

54 Knockbreda Road. Belfast. BT6 0JB

Prison oFFicEr
hEaring DamagE comPEnsation

Many Prison Officers have suffered permanent
hearing damage and tinnitus (abnormal noises in
the ear such as ringing, buzzing, whistling etc...) as

a result of attending training in the use of the
personal protection weapon.

If you or any Prison Officer you know attended
weapons training and was not provided with

double ear protection then give us a call.

You maY BE EntitlED to
suBstantial comPEnsation

For FrEE advice please call:

FrEEPhonE: 0800 092 9994


